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Administrator Portal Overview

Urgent Tasks
On the portal page, administrators have a “task list” called urgent tasks. These are links to various tasks
the administrator will need to complete. Whenever an urgent task is indicated, it will appear in red in the
upper left hand corner of the portal or home page.

Examples of urgent tasks include:
1. Resident absence requests (approving absence requests)
2. Expiring medical licenses (updating the expiration date, if available to programs)
3. Expiring site contracts (notification that a site contract is about to expire)
4. Evaluation request (if identified as an evaluator)
5. Late Evaluation notice (if identified as an evaluator)
6. Resident released to the training program (if another training program has released their resident
or fellow to the training program’s schedule)

Personal Calendar
Each user type in MedHub has a personal calendar that can be used to post calendar items pertinent to
their daily or administrative activity. This is NOT the same as the rotation schedule. The personal
calendar is found on the left side of the portal page. The view of the personal calendar on the portal page
is a rolling week of 5 days.
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Users can also view the personal calendar on a monthly basis by selecting the “View my Calendar” button.
There are particular calendar items that are automatically “pushed” to the personal calendar of
administrators, faculty and/or resident user types. These items are:
1. Conferences
2. Assigned clinics and shifts/calls (resident view only)
3. Absences (vacations, away conferences, LOAs of the resident)
Administrators who have access to more than one training program will see conferences of all their
programs in the personal calendar as well. All users can opt to add their own personal meetings and
appointments to the monthly calendar. Administrators have the ability to post calendar items to the
personal calendar of any faculty and resident users as well.

All user types have the ability to sync items in their MedHub personal calendar to Microsoft Outlook or
Google calendars, or sync to their iPhone or Android smart phones. Other smart phones are currently not
available for syncing the personal calendar. The ability to sync is found at the top of the monthly personal
calendar.
There is NOT a way to sync from Outlook or Google, or the iPhone or Android to MedHub.

Announcements and Messaging
Administrators, Program Directors and Associate Program Directors have the ability to post
announcements to various users’ home pages. They have an “Announcement” link where they can create
and manage these announcements. These announcements are posted to the Announcement section on
the left hand side of the home page. Announcements can be posted to specific users (i.e. residents,
faculty) or down to the PGY level.
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All user types have the ability to add or post messages that will be delivered to another user or a group of
users within the MedHub system. This is separate from a traditional e-mail client such as Outlook, Google,
Hotmail, Yahoo, etc. However, when creating a message, the user has the option to send this same
message to the user’s e-mail address. The e-mail address is the primary e-mail found in the demographic
profile of that user.

Resources/Documents
Administrators, Program Directors and Associate Program Directors have the ability to post particular
resources and documents to users’ home pages. These resources/documents are posted to the
Resources/Documents section on their home pages.

The administrator, Program Director or Associate Program Directors are able to upload files, Internet
links as well as folders to help organize the files or Internet links. These resources are information
pertinent to the individuals associated with the program.
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There are permanent links under the Resources/Documents section where all users can see directory
information pertinent to their training program or the institution.
1. Faculty Directory – a list of faculty in the user’s training program(s) that can include their pager
number, cell phone, work phone, e-mail address and photo. (This information flows from the user’s
demographic profile.)
2. Resident/Fellow Directory – a list of residents or fellows in the user’s training program that can
include pager number, work phone, e-mail address and photo. (This information flows from the
user’s demographic profile.)
3. Residency Program Directory – a list of all residency and fellowship programs at the home
institution that also identifies the Program Director, Associate Program Director, primary Program
Administrator, and Chief Residents.
4. MedHub Community – an option for MedHub users to view interactive training tools such as video
tutorials, bulletin boards, forums and other documents.
Portal Channels/Surveys
Administrators have the ability to add informational channels to the home pages of users associated with
their programs, as well as an on-line survey option if a program would like to poll their residents, fellows
or faculty about something program specific that everyone can see.

Administrators have the ability to set-up various channels that include newsfeed channels and specific
information channels for residents, faculty, and other administrators. These “channels” are ways for
programs to provide other information to residents, faculty and other administrators in their program
that is important and cannot be removed by the user. Only the program has the ability to remove the
channel. These channels will appear on the right hand side of the user’s home page.

Access
Administrators can grant particular users read-only access to particular functionality as well as grant
particular faculty members mentor access.
1. Read-Only Access – this gives a particular user (that is usually not a faculty member or a resident)
read-only ability to items such as the rotation schedule, conference schedule, procedure
certifications, and resources/documents of that program. These individuals would have a MedHub
log-in, but only be able to read what is available to them.
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2. Mentor Access – this gives certain faculty members the ability to see information pertaining to
individual residents. This may include evaluation information, procedure information, conference
attendance information, duty hours, portfolios and demographics.

The administrator can enable mentor access for certain faculty members as well as define what
information that faculty member should be able to see of a particular resident or a group of
residents. Program Directors should have mentor access to ALL RESIDENTS for all functionalities
as they will be able to see the information and reporting on all of their trainees.

Learning Modules/Testing
Administrators can create learning modules in MedHub. These learning modules are simple modules
made up of several components such as:
1. PowerPoint presentations
2. Uploaded files
3. Associated Internet links
The administrator can manage this information by delivering modules to the users who need to review
them as well as report on who has accessed the modules.

Administrators can also create tests in MedHub where they can also be delivered and reported on. Tests
can also be associated with the learning modules to confirm the user has reviewed the presentation, read
an uploaded file, or accessed the Internet link.

Resident/Faculty Portfolios
Residents and faculty have the ability to maintain and manage their own personal information. The
administrators can add to the resident or faculty portfolios (including adding CME credit for faculty) on
behalf of the resident or faculty as well as review the information that has been uploaded, if needed.

Trainee On-Boarding
If this is enabled by the institution, administrators may see a link called, “Trainee Applications,” “Trainee
On-Boarding,” “Resident On-Boarding, etc. The name of the link is customized by the institution. This
functionality allows the administrator to monitor the documentation and information related to the onboarding of incoming residents or fellows pertaining to the administrator’s training program. The onboarding information required by an incoming trainee is managed by the GME Office.

Program Accreditation
Administrators have the ability to review accreditation information pertaining to reviews, site visit/selfstudies and resident or faculty surveys. Programs can upload any required policies, correspondence and
initiate program annual evaluation information. Programs can also upload surveys downloaded directly
from the ACGME website.
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Program Scorecards
Administrators can also monitor program scorecard information that provides dashboard data about the
program. Scorecards are generated by the GME Office and any rights to enter data into particular fields is
up to the discretion of the GME Office.

Program Settings
For particular functionality such as scheduling, evaluations, procedures, conferences, etc., administrators
can enable particular settings that are pertinent for the program. These are options the administrator can
choose to turn on or off based on the needs of the program. Each functionality has its own list of settings
or options.
Resident Dashboards
Administrators can create and generate particular dashboard reports on resident or fellow information.
These dashboard reports combine various data elements into one report of a given resident or fellow.
The administrator can also automatically generate these reports so the Program Director receives these
reports on a regular basis.

Sites/Funding
This link provides the administrator a listing of sites associated with his/her training programs. Any sites
that are not listed can be requested by the administrator. The request is sent to the GME Office for
approval and addition to the institutional site list. Administrators will also be able to view how their
trainees are funded by particular funding sources.
Task Wizards
Administrators have the ability to run particular task wizards that will help them populate information
between each academic year. The GME Office determines the task wizards available to programs based
on institutional process, but the common task wizard’s programs may have access are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

New schedule wizard
Schedule population wizard
Resident promotion/advancement wizard
Resident termination/graduation wizard
ERAS import wizard
Demographic batch import wizard
Resident to Faculty Transition wizard
Conferences Import wizard
Procedure Clean-Up wizard

Trainee Job Descriptions
If enabled by the GME Office, administrators can create job descriptions pertinent for each PGY level. This
provides the institution the ability to understand and review the responsibilities of each PGY level,
including particular supervision levels.

Newsfeed Channels/Other Dashboards
MedHub users have the ability to add particular newsfeed channels and program dashboard channels
pertaining to evaluation completion summary, duty hour week submissions from the prior week, and
resident absences for the week. MedHub provides users many news channel options that the user can opt
to view on his/her home page as well as remove when needed. This is different than creating portal
channels that are locked to users and not able to be removed from the user’s home page.
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Trainee & Faculty Demographics
Trainee (Resident/Fellow) Demographics

In most MedHub deployments, trainees will already be present in the training program. Any trainees that will need
to be added should be provided to the GME Office. Essential information needed for GME to add is:
• First and last name of trainee
• PGY level
• Program name
• Anticipated start date
• Projected end date
Please note that the term “resident” is used throughout MedHub and encompasses all trainees within the system,
this includes fellows. The training history of the resident or fellow will indicate the trainee type (i.e. resident,
fellow, etc.).
To find a particular trainee:

1. Select a trainee from the “Residents” drop down list found on the MedHub portal page (i.e. Home tab).

2. The first page of the trainee’s profile is a summary of the trainee’s current information.

If a trainee has forgotten his/her password, the administrator can send him/her an e-mail by selecting the
“reset password” link located in the lower left hand side of their profile.
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Trainee Demographic Data Validation

To confirm that each trainee has the correct information, review the following trainee demographic data:

1. The correct trainees are listed in the training program (located by the drop down in the upper right of the
demographic profile).
2. There are no trainees missing from the training program.
3. Trainees are at their correct PGY level (located on the summary tab or on the training history tab).
4. The start and end dates of the current PGY level are correct (located on the training history tab).

If any trainees are missing or any demographic information needs to be modified, including their training history
information, please contact the GME Office.
To review and/or add particular personnel information of the trainee, select the links on the left hand side of the
trainee’s demographic profile. Important tabs to review:
1. Demographics – This tab provides basic demographic information of the trainee. Some fields will have
write access and some fields will only have read-only access. Contact the GME Office if any fields that are
read-only need to be modified.
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2. Contact Info – This tab provides essential contact information of the trainee. Any read-only fields will need
to be modified by GME.

3. Education – This tab provides a history of past educational institutions from undergraduate through
medical or dental school. Any read-only fields will need to be modified by the GME Office.
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4. Certifications – This tab provides a listing of various certifications completed by the trainee. Any read-only
fields will need to be modified by the GME Office. If any program-specific certification fields need to be
added, contact MedHub support.

5. Test Scores – This tab provides a method to maintain particular test scores of each trainee for reporting
purposes. If any program-specific test fields need to be added, contact MedHub support.
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6. Training History – This tab provides a history of post graduate training and other post-medical school
events of each trainee.

7. Forms/Files – This tab provides both programs and GME avenues to add specific files for an individual
trainee where any documentation can be kept under his/her on-line demographic profile. Both the
program and the GME Office can determine if the document should be shared with the trainee.
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Faculty demographics - Associating and/or Adding Faculty to the Training Program
Faculty should be included in the faculty pull down menu for the training program if:

a. They regularly evaluate trainees in the training program.
b. They need access to schedules, directories, procedure verifications, etc.
c. They are a program director, associate program director or faculty mentor in the training program.

If none of the conditions above apply, but a faculty member who may not have an appointment with the institution
occasionally evaluates the trainees, these can be added within the evaluation functionality as “outside evaluators”.

To search for and associate existing faculty to the training program, follow these steps:

1. Select the magnifying glass icon to the right of the faculty pull-down menu from the Home page.

2. Type in the last name of the faculty member that should be associated with the training program and select
“search.”

3.

Click on the “Add to…” link/button and the existing faculty member will be associated with the training
program and will appear in the faculty drop-down on the portal or home page.

If the faculty member does not come up in the search, select the “New Faculty Member” button.
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Administrators also have the option to add new faculty from the main portal page. This link can be found under the
faculty pull-down menu.

Enter first name, last name, user name and email address of the faculty member. Select the Save button in the
lower left corner to save this information.

The Faculty member will be added to the training program. Repeat this step, if necessary, until all faculty specific to
that training program have been added to the faculty pull-down menu.

Removing a faculty member from the drop down list:
If there is a faculty member that needs to be removed from the drop down list because they are not a part
of the training program, administrators have the ability to remove them from the list of faculty members.
1. Select the faculty member from the pull down menu that should be removed from the list of
faculty members.
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2.

Click on the Programs/Services tab from the faculty profile.

3. Select the “Add/Modify Programs” button.

4. Uncheck the program the faculty should be removed from and click on Save.

Please note that at least 1 program MUST be checked for each faculty member.

If a faculty member is no longer with the institution, administrators can remove the faculty member’s
access from MedHub as well as his/her active status and archive them if wanted.
1. From the faculty member’s faculty information tab, uncheck the “Active” and/or “Access”
checkbox and select Save.
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Unchecking the “Active” checkbox will gray out the name of the faculty member in the drop down list
in case the administrator still may need to access the faculty member’s profile. Unchecking the
“Access” checkbox does not allow the faculty member to access MedHub any longer.

To archive a faculty member, once the "active" and "access" boxes have been unchecked, a link to "archive
faculty" will appear. When you select this link, you will be given an opportunity to confirm that you
would like the faculty profile to be archived. You will select "yes" and your faculty members profile will
be archived.
Administrators also have the ability to send faculty a “reset password” e-mail in case a faculty member
has forgotten his/her password. This is located in the bottom left hand side of the faculty profile.
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Schedule Management
There are five steps to build a master rotation schedule in MedHub:
1. Defining rotations and/or services
2. Defining continuity clinics/alternate activities
3. Recording resident absences (i.e. vacation, sick time, away conferences, other leaves of absence.)
4. Creating shifts and calls/defining service-based clinics
5. Populating the master rotation schedule with these kinds of activities and services

Defining Rotation and/or Services:

Services in MedHub are defined as the activities that a trainee is scheduled to for days at a time.
Programs often call services "rotations". Trainees should be scheduled to services every day of
their active training, including vacation days.
1. From the main MedHub portal page {Home}, select the “Services/Shift Management” link under the
Schedule Management section.

2. Select the “Add Service” button for the appropriate academic year.
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3. Enter the following information for the rotation and/or service:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Service name
Service abbreviation
Service group (leave as “create new group” unless you have a split schedule.)
Service type – select appropriate patient care type. If unsure, select “Patient Care-Mixed/Other.”
Trainees per rotation (identifies the number of trainees that normally rotate on this service at the
same time)
Primary site – select appropriate location for this rotation
Scheduling method – (leave as “standard”)
Select the “Submit” button
Repeat this process for each rotation/service as this will create a list of rotations/services that will
populate the master rotation schedule.
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Defining Continuity Clinics and Alternate Activities:

A Continuity clinic is defined in MedHub as a regularly occurring activity – usually a half day – where the same trainee
is expected to go to that activity for a contiguous period of time. The activity may not occur every day during the
rotation period, but intermittently on a regular basis for the same trainee. This kind of activity is not necessarily
directly associated with a rotation or service. To define and schedule a trainee to these clinics or activities:
1. Select Continuity Clinics/Alternate Activities link from the MedHub portal page (Home) under the Schedule
Management section.

2. Define and/or review clinic work periods by selecting the “Define Clinic Work Periods” link.

a. There is a list of default clinic work periods already available. However, administrators can add more
clinic work periods if needed. To create additional work periods, select the “Add CC/AA Work Period.”

3.

To define the continuity clinic/alternate activity information, select the “Add Clinic/Activity Definition”
button.
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4. Enter the following information of the continuity clinic or alternate activity:
• Name of the clinic or activity
• Abbreviation
• Site – location of the clinic or activity
• Resident Slots - identifies the number of trainees that rotate at this clinic or activity
• Faculty Slots – if the program chooses to schedule faculty clinics, this identifies the number of
faculty that are scheduled to this clinic or activity
• Select “Submit”
• Repeat this process for each continuity clinic/alternate activity as this will create a list of
clinics/activities

5. Schedule trainees to a continuity clinic or activity by selecting the “View by Resident” tab.
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6. Select the appropriate trainee to be scheduled to this clinic or activity for the correct academic year.

7.

Click on the “Add Clinic/Activity” button.

8.

To add a clinic or activity for a particular trainee:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Select either the single clinic or multiple clinic options.
Select the clinic or activity to be assigned to this trainee.
Identify a date range that this particular trainee will be scheduled to this clinic or activity (i.e. 1 month,
all year, etc.).
Select the appropriate clinic work period for this clinic or activity.
Opt to pre-populate the trainee’s duty hour time sheet with these hours.
Identify the day of the week this trainee will be scheduled to this clinic or activity.
Identify how often this trainee will be scheduled to this clinic or activity.
Save by selecting the “Submit” button.
Repeat the process for the remaining trainees who also have clinics or such activities.
Once all clinics have been added for each trainee, this will automatically populate the master rotation
schedule (View “by resident-details”) as well as their individual schedule.
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Recording Trainee Absences:

Absences in MedHub include vacations, sick days, away conferences, and various leaves of absence (LOA).
1. From the main MedHub portal page, select “Resident Absences.”

2. Select the “View/Record Absences” tab.
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3. Identify the type of absence to be recorded by selecting one of the tabs and ensuring the appropriate
trainee is selected.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Select the date(s) for the absence.
Define the purpose for the absence (if needed).
Change the status from Pending to Approved (by program).
Select “Send Request” button.
Repeat same steps for additional absences for all trainees.
Once all absences have been added for each trainee, this will automatically populate the master
rotation schedule.

The program can opt to use MedHub as their absence approval work flow process where the trainee can request
absences using this system.
1. To enable this option, select the “Program Settings” link from the portal page under the Site Management
section.
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2. Select the “Schedules” tab and find the option, “Allow Residents to Request Absences.” This should already
be turned on by default. If the program chooses not to use MedHub’s absence request workflow, uncheck
the setting and save.

3. Once this is enabled, trainees will be provided a link on their MedHub home page to request any scheduled
absences. To set up an absence approval process for the training program, return to the “Resident
Absences” link from the portal page and select the “Absence Approval Process” tab.

4. The current default set-up flows from the trainee to the program administrator. However, administrators
can define other individual who need to participate in the approval process. For vacation approvals, the
administrator can select the “add step” button to include those individuals that need to approve such
requests.
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5. The administrator selects the individual(s) that need to approve the request.

6. The administrator can determine, in sequential order, which individual(s) need to approve first before the
request flows to the next individual(s). Each “add step” indicates the flow of the approval process.

Those individuals selected to receive absence request notifications (i.e. chiefs, program directors, service
heads) will receive an e-mail notifying them they’ve received an absence request. They will also see this
same alert on their MedHub portal page under Urgent Tasks.
This same process can be followed for away conference approvals as well.

Creating Shifts and Calls:

A Shift and/or call is defined in MedHub as a regularly occurring activity where a different trainee could be
expected to go to that activity over a contiguous period of time. The shift and/or call is consistent, but the
trainee is not. To define these shifts or calls:
1.

From the main MedHub portal page (Home), select the “Service/Shift Management” link under the
Schedule Management section and then select one of the rotations or services that was previously created.
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2. Once a service or rotation is created, shifts and calls can be defined for that particular rotation A shift/call
can be shared with one or more specific rotation(s) or for all rotations occurring in the program. From the
update service page, there are three types of shifts/calls in MedHub:
•

Standard service hours – this is usually a shift that occurs every weekday during the same times
(example: Monday – Friday 8:00a – 5:00p). To set standard rotation or service hours, select the gray
“Standard Services Hours” and complete the following:
o Ensure the Shift Status is “Active.”
o Opt to pre-populate the trainee’s duty hour timesheet with the standard service hours.
o Select the start time and end time of a standard work day for that rotation or service.
o Select days of the week.
o Opt to reproduce these same standard service hours across all other rotations or service that
have been created and do not already have standard service hours.

•

On-site shift/call – An on-site shift/call is where the trainee is expected to be in the hospital for a
specified period of time.
o Select the “Add Shift/Call” link located under the Standard Service Hours link.
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•

o

Select the on-site shift/call option to create certain shifts for the rotations/services or to create
an in-house call. Click “Submit.”

o

Define the particular shift or in-house call by:
 Creating a shift/call name
 Creating an abbreviation for this shift/call
 Define the number of trainee slots – number of trainees that are on this shift/call at a
given time
 Defining faculty slots (optional) – number of faculty that are on this shift/call at a given
time
 Choose the appropriate site where this shift/call occurs
 Opt to pre-populate duty hours on the trainee’s duty hour time sheet
 Opt to share this same shift or call with other rotations/services
 Define the primary work period for this shift/call, including days of the week this
shift/call occurs (note: a time with the (+1) designation means the shift/call time begins
on one day and ends the next day)
 Select “Submit.”

Home call – Home call is used when a trainee is NOT expected to be at the hospital unless he/she is
called in. The only difference between creating a home call and the on-site shift/call above is that their
duty hours cannot be pre populated because it’s difficult to determine if the trainee will be called into
the hospital. Follow the same steps above to add home call, however, select “home call” in the dropdown when adding a shift/call type and submit.
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Defining Service-Based Clinics:

In addition to creating shifts/calls for a particular service or rotation, programs can also define clinics that are
associated with a particular service and only occur while a trainee is rotating on that service.
1. From the service's "update service" page, locate the “Add Clinic” link found just under the shifts/calls.

2. Select the clinic that is associated with the service and identify the days of the week and the work period
(i.e., AM, PM, etc.) the clinic occurs. Submit.

3. Once submitted, this tells MedHub that whenever a trainee is scheduled to a particular service, a defined

number of days before the service begins, the trainee will be automatically scheduled to the clinic. To
determine when the trainee should be scheduled to service based clinics, the setting can be enabled under
Program Settings, "Schedule" tab.

Populating the Master Rotation Schedule:

Once all of the rotations/services, clinics, shifts/calls, and absences are defined, the administrator can populate the
master rotation schedule.
1. Select the “Schedules” tab found on the top navigation menu from the MedHub portal page (Home).
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2. Ensure the “By Resident” view of the rotation schedule is selected.

3. Click on the pencil in the corner of any rotation period. This will bring up a number of drop downs where
the particular rotation/service and the start and end dates of those activities can be chosen.

4. Select the rotation/service and a date range when a specific trainee is on a particular rotation/service. If
the trainee is scheduled to multiple services within the same rotation block, the administrator can choose
the start and end date of each service within the rotation block. If two or more services overlap and both
services occur simultaneously, the administrator will need to select the checkbox with a “P” to indicates the
primary service. The “P” ONLY needs to be selected IF the services occur at the same time during the
rotation block period.

5. Repeat until all activities on the rotation schedule have been populated for the entire academic year.
If the program has trainees who rotate to other programs the administrator can “release” the trainees to the
programs that own the services or rotations where their trainees will rotate. This prevents duplication of
rotations/services across the institution. There are 3 questions to consider to help determine if a trainee should be
released to another program:
• Who/which program maintains the call schedule of the trainees on that service or rotation?
• Whose/which program’s core faculty is staffing/supervising trainees on that service or rotation?
• Who’s delivering the evaluations to those faculty of that service or rotation?

To release a trainee to another program:
1. Click on the pencil in the corner of that particular rotation period.
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2. From the bottom of the rotation/service pull-down menu, select “Release to another Program.”

3. Select the training program in which the trainee will be rotating.

4. The administrator can either select the rotation/service the trainee will be rotating in that program or the
administrator can choose to have the program administrator from the other program schedule the trainee
to that rotation/service.

It’s recommended to select “Admin will schedule,” especially if the administrator does not know on which
service the trainee will be rotating. The program administrator from the other program will receive an email as well as an alert on his/her Home page to schedule a released trainee, assuming this is selected
under Program Settings>Schedule Tab

5. If the administrator chooses to have the other program’s administrator schedule his/her trainee and

submits, the administrator will see a red RELEASE on the rotation schedule for that block period. This
means that the trainee has been released to that program BUT is not yet scheduled to a rotation.

6. Once the program administrator from the other program has scheduled the trainee to one of their services,
the service that is owned by the other program will appear in black on the schedule. This is how a program
administrator will know if one of their trainees, who has been released to another program, has been
scheduled to a rotation.
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Populating Shifts/Calls:

1. To schedule the appropriate shift and/or call for a trainee on a particular service/rotation, from the main
rotation schedule select the particular rotation/service that has been scheduled for that trainee. This will
take the program administrator to the shift/call schedule where the administrator can schedule trainees to
those particular shifts and/or calls.

2. Locate the shift or call and select the trainee that will be assigned to this shift/call by choosing his/her
name from a pull down menu. The number of pull downs is determined by the number of trainee slots that
were entered when defining the shift/call. If the program has identified faculty slots when defining the
shift/call, these will be indicated on the shift/call schedule in blue.

3. Select “submit” at the bottom of the shift/call schedule to save changes.

After populating the master rotation schedule by adding the rotations/services, assigning shifts/calls, and
scheduling clinics, the administrator has identified where each trainee is working throughout the academic year.
Activities identified in red are either absences or continuity clinics/alternate activities (CC/AA) which “trump” the
primary rotation activity. To see this detail, make sure you are in the view “By Resident (Details)” or you can also
view these activities in the individual schedules tab located at the top of the master rotation schedule view.
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Verifying the Schedule has been Successfully Populated

After following all of the steps above and fully populating the schedule(s) with trainees, select the “Reports” tab
from the MedHub portal page. Find the “Scheduling Reports” section and select the “Resident Scheduling Errors”
report. This report will identify any gaps in the schedule or any overlaps of activities. If it is error-free, you have
correctly assigned all trainees to an activity for their entire appointment of the academic year.

Schedule Lockout

On the 15th* of each month, program administrators will be locked out of their schedules for the month prior.
Administrators will receive an e-mail 7-10 days in advance of the 15th notifying them of the schedule lock-out so
they may ensure that all scheduled activities and duty hours are up-to-date. If a program administrator does need
to edit previous scheduling information and is locked out, the GME Office will need to be contacted to unlock prior
rotations for any revisions.
*Note: Each GME office can elect to change the date of lock-out. Please contact your GME office for details on your
institutions lock out period.
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Faculty Scheduling
To ensure faculty are associated to activities for evaluation matching and delivery using the “by schedule” method,
the administrator must assign faculty to these activities so MedHub can make those matches when delivering
evaluations. There are a couple of methods administrators can choose to ensure the faculty member is scheduled
appropriately:
• Service Group
• Individual Services
Scheduling to a Service Group
1. Select a faculty member from the faculty pull-down menu on the MedHub portal page (Home).

2. Click on the Programs/Services tab on the faculty’s profile.

3.

Select the services to which this faculty member is permanently assigned and therefore evaluates trainees
that may rotate on to this service.

4. If the faculty member is permanently assigned to this service, to view their permanent assignment on the
master rotation schedule, select Program Settings from the home page and find the option, “Display
Permanent Faculty Assignments” under the Schedules tab.
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This setting will show any faculty members who are permanently assigned to a particular service (i.e.
service group) during the academic year on the master rotation schedule, “Services (All)” view. Faculty
appear in red.

Scheduling to Individual Services

To schedule a faculty member directly to a particular service for a specified duration of time (especially if they are
not permanently assigned to that service), the administrator can either schedule the faculty member into the
rotation schedule or schedule him/her into a service or clinic directly from his/her faculty demographic profile.
1. To schedule a faculty member directly to the master rotation schedule, select the Schedules tab in the
navigation bar and select the view type, “Services (All).”

2. Select the icon in the master rotation schedule that looks like a pencil.

3. From the pull down menu, select the faculty member that will be on this particular rotation or service for a
specified period of time. It may not always match the rotation block period. Faculty will appear in blue in
the pull down list. Submit.

4. The faculty member will appear on the master rotation schedule “by service” for the specified period of
time.
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5. The scheduled information on the master rotation schedule is also displayed on the schedule tab of the
faculty member’s demographic profile.

Instead of scheduling the faculty member directly to the service on the master rotation schedule, the
administrator can schedule the faculty member from his/her demographic profile.
1. Select a faculty member from the faculty pull-down menu on the MedHub portal page (Home).

Note: If this tab does not appear, go to “Program Settings” from the MedHub portal page and select the “Schedules”
tab. Check the option, “Faculty Scheduling” and save the settings.

2. Select the “Schedules” tab from their faculty profile.

3. Select the “Add Service” or “Add Clinic” button to schedule the faculty member to the appropriate activity.
Assign the service or clinic and designate the start and end dates of that particular activity. Submit.
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4. The service or clinic will then be assigned to the faculty member. The information from the faculty
member’s scheduling tab will flow over into the master rotation schedule.
Once the administrator has scheduled the faculty into the rotation schedule, this will allow MedHub to make
evaluation matches with trainees rotating into those activities.

For outside faculty to whom the program occasionally sends evaluations but does not need a MedHub profile, set
them up as “outside evaluators.” * If these individuals ever verify procedures, do NOT add them as outside
evaluators, but create a MedHub profile for these faculty instead.

*see "Evaluation Functions" section for instructions on how to add an outside evaluator.
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Program Settings
Home>Program Settings> Schedule Tab
There are a variety of program settings related to schedule tasks. In MedHub, the"?" next to the setting will open
a knowledge base article on that setting if you need further information.
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Duty Hours

Programs are expected to monitor trainees’ duty hours to ensure they comply with ACGME duty hour
requirements. To ensure that trainees are in compliance, MedHub provides functionality to assist programs in
monitoring and reporting duty hour submissions.

Program Administrators have the capability to view and edit duty hour submissions completed by the trainee. To
review duty hour submissions, locate the “Resident Duty Hours” link located on the MedHub portal page (Home).

The initial view will display a timesheet of the first trainee located in the drop down along with the current week in
the top right hand corner. To review a prior week’s timesheet of a particular trainee, locate the trainee’s name from
the drop down and the week.

The weekly submission of that trainee will appear so the administrator can review how the trainee submitted
his/her hours, especially if any violations occurred during that particular week. Please note that there are 2 types
of duty hour views: a standard interface or a graphical interface. The standard interface is a set of drop down
options that the trainee can choose when populating their start and end times for each day.
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The graphical interface allows the trainee to select the start and end times directly rather than through a drop
down.

To switch views, locate the link, “Use Standard Interface” or “Use Graphical Interface” on the timesheet.
On the top of the timesheet is a weekly compliance checklist that lists the basic duty hour rules that are tracked in
MedHub. If a trainee is in compliance after submitting his/her weekly timesheet, each duty hour rule will be
checked off in green.

If a trainee is not in compliance with the duty hour rules, the duty hour rule that is violated or potentially violated
will show up with a red “x” and the week on the calendar will be shaded in red.
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When a trainee submits his/her timesheet and a violation is present, the trainee will be forced to submit an
explanation of non-compliance which will be indicated at the bottom of the weekly compliance checklist. Please
note that MedHub is a proactive system. This means that for those duty hour rules that are averaged over 4 weeks
(i.e. 80 hours, 1 day off in 7) will appear as a violation for that given week even though when the program runs
their 4 week or monthly duty hour reports, most likely the violation will not appear. The potential violation gives
the program a warning and something to consider when reviewing duty hour submissions. It does not mean that
the trainee violated those particular duty hour rules, but to provide the program information that a true violation
could occur if not monitored. Trainees will still be asked to submit an explanation for those duty hours that are
potentially violated for a given week.

Trainees only have 2 weeks to document their duty hours, the current week and the prior week. Anything
before the prior week is locked to the trainee. There is not a way to “unlock” prior timesheets for trainees to
complete. If a trainee does not complete his/her duty hours for the prior week, he/she will receive an e-mail along
with an urgent task on their home page regarding incomplete duty hours. Since there is no “unlock” for trainees,
the program administrator can log those hours on behalf of that trainee, if necessary.

Program Administrators have the ability to review various duty hour information and reports. To review historical
duty hour submissions, select the “Duty Hours History” tab. This provides a quick analysis of duty hour
submissions over the rolling year.

To run duty hour statistical reports, select the “Duty Hour Statistics” tab to choose particular statistics to get
various components of information the program may need.
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To review duty hour submissions that have violations, select the “Duty Hour Reviews” tab. The administrator can
review the violation and make any comments about the violation that occurred. However, only the Program
Director can check off that the duty hour violation was reviewed; comments made by the administrator do not
indicate that the duty hour review was completed, but only partially completed. The Program Director has final
sign-off.

Programs can run multiple duty hours reports under the Reports tab, however, MedHub recommends that
programs run the Duty Hour Compliance Report to get accurate reporting results since this report takes into
consideration the averages of certain duty hour rules. This report should assist programs in making
determinations about true violations that occurred over a given period of time.
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Evaluation Creation and Management
From the MedHub portal page (Home), select the “Evaluations” button located on the top navigation menu.

There are two major components to evaluation functionality:
1. Evaluation creation (non-milestone and milestone)
2. Evaluation delivery

Creating a Non-Milestone Evaluation

Administrators have multiple options for creating a new evaluation form:
• Designing a new form
• Copying an existing form (once you already have a form created) – You’ll use this option if an existing
form is locked and has been delivered, but it should either no longer be used or it needs to be modified.
• Copying an existing form from other program within your institution (this is available if another
program has agreed to share their evaluation with other programs).
• Copy an existing form from another MedHub client (this is available if another program at another
MedHub client institution has agreed to share their evaluations with other MedHub clients).
1. From the Evaluations tab, select the “New Evaluation Form” button.

2. To design a new draft evaluation form, select the “Design New Form” tab.

3. Provide a name for the form (i.e. Resident Evaluation of Attending)
4. Enter any introduction or instructions about the evaluation (optional)
5. Select the type of evaluation (i.e. resident evaluation of faculty, faculty evaluation of resident, etc.). This
determines who the form can be delivered to and who can be evaluated with the form.
6. Choose to make this public to other programs within your institution (optional)
7. Select “Create Evaluation Form” button to start designing the evaluation form template
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8.

If applicable to the evaluation, select the “Add Header” button to create headers above either a
question or a series of questions. Provide a header name (i.e. Medical Knowledge, Patient Care, Practice
Based Learning, etc.), add an introduction if applicable, and select “Submit.” This will add a header to
your evaluation template. Note: headers are not required.

9. To add a question or a series of questions under your header, select the “Add Question” button.
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10. Enter the evaluation question.

11. Select the appropriate answer type for the question from the pull down menu. To review all answer
types, click on the “view all answer types” link found under the pull down menu. If the scale that is
needed is not available, log a support ticket in MedHub from the “Help” tab located in the top navigation
menu that describes the type of evaluation scale needed. (The number that appears in parentheses with
the evaluation scale type indicates how many options or choices are in that scale.)

12. Determine if the question should be required (is a response required by the individual completing the
evaluation?) and/or confidential (should the evaluator/evaluatee be able to see responses to this
completed form?).
13. Tag the evaluation question to a competency (optional) and select “Submit.”

14. After submission, return to the evaluation template. The question will be listed under the header. The
administrator can continue to add other questions by selecting the “Add Question” button.

15. To add low score alerts and required comments, select the gray “No” under the Alerts/Comments
column. This will allow the program (Program Director, Program Administrator, faculty mentor) to
receive low score alerts via email and/or require the evaluator to comment if he/she gives the
evaluatee a low score on a particular question.
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16. For scaled questions, the administrator can either define the low score alerts based on the individual
PGY level or overall. If the administrator chooses to define low score alerts by PGY level, select the “Set
Alerts by PGY Level” button.

By PGY level, select the scores (i.e. options) an evaluator would have to select to be considered a low
score. The administrator can also indicate comments are required based on the option chosen. For
example, if an evaluator, who is evaluating a PGY 1 resident, selects option 1 or 2 for this question, this
will require a comment by the evaluator and the program will receive a low score alert.

The administrator can also mimic these same alerts for all questions that use this same scale if the
option “propagate these selections through all questions of this answer type” is selected.
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If the administrator chooses to set alerts overall regardless of PGY level, select the scale option that
should generate a low score alert and identify if comments should be required if a particular low score
is given to the evaluatee. Select “Submit.”

•
•

“Send Alert On” generates an alert via email on any evaluatee receiving the specified score on a
completed evaluation.
“Require Comments On” forces the evaluator to provide a comment for providing the low score.

17. If the administrator wants to preview the evaluation as the form is being built, select the “Preview
Evaluation” link found to the right of the name/title of the evaluation form. This is what the evaluator
will see.

18. Once the evaluation has been completed, the administrator will want to ensure that the evaluation form
is locked and no longer in draft mode. The form needs to be final in order for it to be delivered. Once the
evaluation is finalized AND has been delivered to evaluators, the evaluation questions can no longer be
edited or added.
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Setting Up Milestones or Subcompetencies (for Evaluations)

In light of the Next Accreditation System (NAS), MedHub has provided the ability for programs to create milestone
evaluations that emulate each program’s ACGME Residency Review Committee’s (RRC) approved reporting
milestones or subcompetencies as defined by each program’s milestone projects. Before a milestone evaluation can
be created, there are some initial prerequisite steps.
1. Enabling Milestones – to enable the individual training program’s milestones or subcompetencies, from
the portal page select the Program Settings link under the Site Management section, and then select the
Evaluations tab.
Locate the option, “Enable Milestones” and select the checkbox. Save settings.

Once the milestones have been enabled, return to the home page where a new link will appear under the
Site Management section: Milestone Management.

2. Importing Milestones Package – for the milestones (or subcompetencies) to become a part of the
evaluations, the administrator will need to import the ACGME RRC’s approved subcompetencies. Select
the “Milestone Management” link and the Subcompetencies tab. Next, choose the “Import/Update
Subcompetencies.”

Choose the subcompetency package that is specific to your training program and select the “Import
Package” button. Usually, this package will be marked as “RECOMMENDED”. Before the administrator
decides to import, he/she can also preview the program’s subcompetency package to review the ACGME
approved milestones.
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Once imported, all of the program’s subcompetencies will be listed. The list will provide not only the
subcompetencies, but will eventually show the program which milestones or subcompetencies are tagged
to evaluation questions as well as which are linked to Entrustable Professional Activities (EPAs) and/or
Milestone Elements (if enabled).

The administrator has the ability to modify these milestones or subcompetencies if needed. Select the
“modify” button next to the subcompetency. Here the administrator can edit the subcompetency and make
it inactive if it will no longer be used to measure achievements. The administrator can also establish
milestone goal lines for each milestone that reflects the progression of each trainee across PGY levels.
RECOMMEND: Discuss with the Program Director the milestone goal line start and end points as well as
values assigned between these start and end points. These goals lines will appear on milestone trend
graphics and charts.
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3. Milestone Settings – Return to the main milestones management page and select the “Milestones Settings”
tab.

The settings allow the administrator to decide if the program wants to also track the program’s EPAs,
milestone elements, as well as milestone achievements. The administrator can also enable the option to
track the milestone elements by choosing to link directly to the subcompetency or to the competency level
of a particular subcompetency. RECOMMEND: Discuss these options with the Program Director if the
program chooses to track.

Once enabled, new tabs will appear on the main milestones management page.

Each of these tabs will allow the administrator to import EPA and milestone element packages if the
program chooses to track these items as well. The milestone achievement option is found under the
Milestones Summary tab which allows the programs to manually indicate when each trainee has achieved
each subcompetency by checking the checkbox in the right column of each subcompetency.

Other milestone settings include:
A. Enable Progress Reports (useful for adding this data to ACGME’s WebADS),
B. Defining a default milestone scale (REQUIRED),
C. Indicating which types of evaluations should be included in calculating milestone averages, and
D. Defining the PGY levels to track for milestones.
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Enable Progress Reports – if this is enabled, a new tab will appear on the main milestones page titled,
“Progress Reports.”
This is the information programs can use for ACGME WebADS purposes. The progress report will provide a
6-month average based on the evaluation types chosen under milestone settings. The program will be able
to view the average score of that subcompetency, the range of scores for that subcompetency and how
many evaluation questions are tagged to that subcompetency. This average will then serve as a guideline
for the Clinical Competency Committee (CCC) to determine which level the trainee performs at for that
specific 6-month reporting period.

Default Milestones Scale – It is recommended to choose a default milestone scale that will be used for the
progress report. It is recommended to use the same milestone scale as indicated in the ACGME milestone
project for each training program. To see what the scale looks like, select the magnifying glass icon next to
the scale pull-down.
PGY Levels to Track for Milestones – The program has the ability to track milestones or subcompetencies
across the PGY levels.
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Clinical Competency Committee (CCC)

Since programs are required to appoint a Clinical Competency Committee (CCC) for resident evaluation purposes,
each program has the ability to add members to their CCC in order to evaluate trainees.
To set up the CCC, from the home page, select the “Clinical Competency Committee” link found under the Security
section.

1. Click the “Add Committee Member” button to add faculty or resident members.

2. The administrator can choose members either from program faculty (i.e. faculty only within that program),
all faculty (faculty from the entire institution), residents (only in that program), administrators (only in
that program) and any read-only users (only in that program).
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3. The administrator can then apply permissions to each committee member as well as indicate the leader of
the CCC. The permissions allow a committee member to either receive no information (or have no access),
have read-only access, or have both read and write access. For example, the leader of the CCC may want to
have read and write access to the Progress Report, but the administrator may want to restrict all file access
to a resident who is part of the CCC.

4. Once each member is added, click the submit button to return to the list of CCC members. Each CCC
member will now have a link on their home page labeled, “Clinical Competency Committee.” This link will
provide each member information pertaining to the CCC such as meetings and progress report information.
Those members who have read and write access will only be able to modify information pertaining to
meetings, files and progress reports. Resident members do NOT have access to milestone or progress
report information of trainees.

Those faculty with read and/or write access to Progress Reports will see additional tabs:
• Milestone Summary
• Milestone Progress Reports

The milestone summary tab allows the CCC member to see milestone trends and milestone graphics for
each trainee in comparison with his/her peers along with the view of the progress report by trainee to
determine at what level is the trainee performing for 6-month reporting purposes to ACGME.
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5. To add a meeting to the CCC, select the Meetings tab and then the “Add Meeting” button.

6. Document information about the meeting and submit.

This meeting information will also appear for the CCC members. The meeting tab also lists all of the
meetings that have occurred.

7. To add meeting minutes or any other documents necessary for the CCC members to view, select the
Resources/File tab and then the “Upload File,” “Add Internet Link,” or “Add Folder” button.

Any information uploaded here will also appear for the CCC members.
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Creating Milestone Evaluations

1. Return to the evaluation tab from the home page and select the “New Evaluation Form” button. Create the
initial information regarding the form by giving it a title, introduction (if needed) and selecting the
evaluation type (i.e. faculty evaluation of a resident).

2. Add questions to the form much like a standard, non-milestone evaluation form. However, when adding a
question to a milestone evaluation form, the administrator MUST select a milestone scale. Milestones
scales have titles that begin with “Scale: Milestones - …” The question must also be tagged to a
subcompetency.

This will be the only way the averages are calculated appropriately for progress reporting and accuracy of
evaluation averages for each subcompetency. By selecting a milestone evaluation scale, the ACGME’s
approved level or header descriptions will be added to the evaluation automatically without adding them
manually.
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3. After tagging the question to a subcompetency and submitting, the administrator will receive a message
asking if the defined header descriptors can be added.

Selecting “Yes” will automatically add those descriptions that are listed under each competency level into
the evaluation form. To view the scale descriptions, the administrator can either select the “Scale
Descriptions” link under the milestone evaluation scale.

The descriptors automatically populate the header fields.

The administrator can also view these same descriptors in the preview evaluation as well. This way, the
administrator will not have to add these descriptors manually.
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4. (OPTIONAL) MedHub does provide programs the ability to batch add milestone questions by selecting the
“Batch Add the Milestone Questions” button from the bottom of the evaluation form template. This button
does not appear if you have not enabled milestones in Program Settings.

Next, select the subcompetency or subcompetencies that will also be used as the question(s) and select the
“Add Selected Milestone Questions” button.

The subcompetency will appear as a question on the evaluation form. Batch adding allows the program to
use the actual milestones or subcompetencies as the question on the form which also pulls over the default
milestone scale (from milestone settings) as well as the level or scale descriptors. Please note that using a
milestone or subcompetency as an actual question on the form is NOT RECOMMENDED by ACGME.
To preview the milestone evaluation, select the preview evaluation icon. Here the administrator will be
able to see what the newly created milestone evaluation will look like once delivered. Notice the header
descriptors are listed below each level. The “expand” pull down allows the evaluator to look at complete
descriptions of each level.
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5. Once the milestone evaluation is completed and ready to be delivered, ensure that the form design is
"final(locked)".

Delivering an Evaluation
There are multiple methods for delivering evaluations:
•

•
•
•
•

Individual method – the administrator manually matches the evaluator(s) with the evaluatee(s) by
choosing the recipients and targets of the evaluation.
By schedule method – MedHub makes evaluator/evaluatee matches based upon the schedule, but is
manually (ad hoc), scheduled for delivery by the administrator. Faculty MUST be scheduled in MedHub for
evaluation matches to be made.
Automated method – Same as the by schedule method, but the program can set up automated delivery of
the evaluations, such that deliveries occur periodically without the administrator having to manually
schedule the delivery of evaluations. Faculty MUST be scheduled in MedHub.
Resident identifies supervisor method – the trainee identifies the supervisor who the trainee worked with
on his/her service or rotation. Once the trainee identifies, the evaluation is delivered. Rules are set up by
the program.
Self-Initiated Evaluations – the trainees or faculty can initiate various kinds of evaluations that will be
completed by them of an evaluatee. In the case of performance evaluations, residents can choose a faculty
member to complete an evaluation on them.

Individual Manual Method

1. To deliver an evaluation by the individual method, select the “Deliver Evaluations” button from the
Evaluations tab.

2. Select the Evaluation type and keep the evaluation delivery as individual. Click on the “Continue” button.
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3. Select the form you want delivered to the evaluator(s). The form design must be “Final (locked)” before it is
available for delivery.

4. Select the evaluator(s) from the left hand column that will be completing the evaluation on one or more
evaluatees. Select the evaluatees in the right hand column that will be evaluated.

5. Add any notes (optional).
6. Select a rotation period (optional). This may be helpful if the program needs to identify the rotation period
this evaluation occurs. This will appear on the evaluation form.

7. Select a service/clinic (optional). This may be helpful if the program needs to identify the service or
rotation this evaluation occurs. This will appear on the evaluation form.
8. Select any special options (optional).

*Anonymous evaluations will strip the name from the evaluation form once the form is completed by the
evaluator. This means that the program (Program Director, Program Administrator) will not be able to
view who has completed a particular evaluation form if this option is selected. Once the evaluator’s
identifying information is removed from the anonymous evaluation, it CANNOT be retrieved by MedHub
Support. Talk to your GME office about when or if you should send an evaluation as anonymous.
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*Note: Trainee evaluations of faculty are automatically confidential hence the faculty member will never see who
completed an evaluation of them even if the “anonymous evaluation” option is not selected. However, the program
will still be able to view who has completed an evaluation. Certain evaluations types are confidential regardless of
the method used to deliver them. You do not have to perform any action to make these evaluation types
confidential:
A.
Resident of faculty
B.
Resident of other resident (peer)
C.
Faculty of other faculty (peer)
D.
Student of resident
E.
Student of faculty
F.
Patient/staff of resident
G.
Patient/staff of faculty/program/hospital
9. Opt to send a reciprocal evaluation when one has been completed (i.e. faculty of resident, resident of
faculty).
10. Define delivery date/time of your evaluation by sending it out immediately, selecting a specific date (at
least one day in advance) or adding multiple dates the particular evaluation should be delivered. Click
“Submit.”

11. You will see the evaluation matches and can confirm delivery.

12. After confirming the matches, click Deliver Selected Evaluations to deliver evaluations based on the

delivery options.
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“By Schedule” Manual Method
Note: The ‘by schedule’ method of evaluation delivery assumes the master rotation schedule is fully populated with
trainees and faculty have been assigned to service groups and/or scheduled into services/rotations/clinics. If this
is not the case, the ‘by schedule’ method of evaluation delivery will not produce the expected results.
1. From the MedHub portal page (Home), select the “Evaluations” button on the top navigation menu and
click on the “Deliver Evaluations” button.
2. Select the evaluation type and select the evaluation delivery method, “Schedule (Services/Teams/Tiered)”
and click on “Continue.”

3. Select the form you want to deliver from among the forms available of this type.

4. Select the services/clinics from the first box and match either by service groups (as those are the groups
faculty are assigned) or individual services. Service groups remain constant each academic year where
faculty are always on that service. Individual services are not constant and change throughout the academic
year (i.e. 1 month, 2 weeks, etc.). The “Rotation” selector allows this manual delivery to apply to rotations
that have already passed.

5. Select the level of the evaluation target (i.e. trainee) and assign the evaluation to all programs, the
home/current program or any programs where trainees were released. "All programs" includes trainees
who are from the current program and those released from other programs.

Follow the same steps as delivering evaluations by the individual method:
• Add any notes (optional)
• Rotation period will be automatically tagged to the form
• Service and/or clinic will be automatically tagged to the form
• Send a reciprocal evaluation (optional)
• Select any special options (optional)
• Select delivery
Confirm the evaluation matches and submit for delivery.
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Automated Method
If the administrator would like to deliver evaluations using the ‘by schedule’ method and repeat the process
each rotation period throughout the academic year (without having to set it up manually), the administrator
can set up automated evaluation delivery which will repeat the delivery criteria automatically as specified.
1. From the MedHub portal page (Home), select the “Evaluation” button and click on the “Add

Automated Evaluations” button.

2. Provide the automated rule a title. This name should be descriptive and give an idea about what
evaluations are being delivered by the rules in the automated evaluation (i.e. attending
evaluation at end of rotation).

3. Indicate when the evaluations should be delivered:
• By rotation periods
• By dates of activity (this option is useful if a rotation activity or service spans across
rotation blocks or the activity does not span an entire rotation period)
• On specific dates
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4. Indicate when the evaluation should be delivered (i.e. 3 days prior to the end of every rotation)
and select “Submit.”

Once the automated evaluation has been set up, the administrator can begin to define what is to occur
within a delivery rule. A rule can contain one evaluation delivery instance or multiple.
5. After the administrator has submitted the type of evaluation that should be automatically
delivered, click on the “Add Delivery Rule” button.

6. Select the appropriate evaluation type and “Submit”.
7. Define the appropriate evaluation delivery criteria as explained in the manual ‘by schedule’
method for delivery.
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8. Repeat this process if there is more than one evaluation type to be delivered as part of the
automated evaluation.
9. Once all rules are added, if the administrator is satisfied with the automated evaluation, change
the status to “Active” and click “Submit.”
Automated evaluations and automated evaluation rules will deliver in perpetuity as long as the
form associated with the automated evaluation rule is not inactivated and as long as the
services/service groups associated with the rules in the automated evaluation are not changed.

Residents Identify Supervisors Method

Another delivery method available for programs is the Residents Identify Supervisors (RIS) method. This puts the
onus on the trainee to identify who he/she worked with for a specific rotation period in order for the evaluation to
be delivered. If a program chooses to use this option, the administrator must enable this in Program Settings
initially.
1. Select the Program Settings link from the MedHub portal page (Home) and choose the evaluations tab.
2. Enable the setting “Residents Identify Supervisors” option. Save settings.
3. Select the Evaluations tab from the top navigation bar and locate the “Residents Identify Supervisors” link.

4. Choose the Settings/Services tab to set up the appropriate evaluation delivery.
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5. The program can choose to set up a default evaluation that will be submitted or the program can choose to
deliver particular evaluations based on the type of service or rotation. To set up general default settings,
select the faculty of resident evaluation form that should be used.

If the program intends to have a reciprocal evaluation initiated, the administrator can choose which
resident of faculty form should be delivered as well.
6. Select when an e-mail should be sent to the trainee indicating he/she needs to identify his/her supervisor
during a specific rotation or service. The administrator can also choose send late e-mail alerts if the trainee
has yet to select his/her supervisor.
7. Select the number of individuals the trainee MUST select or the number that is required for the evaluation
to be delivered. The administrator can also select the number of supervisors that are recommended to be
selected (as a guideline) for evaluations to be delivered.
8. If necessary, the administrator can enable the following settings:
• "Enable for Released Residents" to require released trainees to identify their supervisor,
• "Include Outside Evaluators" in the list of supervisors
• "Display Released Services" that are from other programs where their trainees have been released.

9. Click submit. This sets up the default process for having trainees identify supervisors where the same
evaluation form is used regardless of the type of rotation or service.

10. To enable RIS for a service and/or set other rules based on the type of service, especially if a different
evaluation form should be used, select checkbox of the service or rotation where additional rules will apply
and submit. Once submitted, the link to that service becomes active so additional rules can be set up.

11. Click on the link of that service and set up the evaluations to be used along with the other rules as
described when setting up the general settings.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Define the number of required supervisors that must be identified if it differs from the default
setting.
Define the number of recommended supervisors that can be selected if it differs from the default.
Identify the particular evaluation form that should be used specifically for this service or rotation.
Identify if any special options should be used when the evaluation is delivered (i.e. anonymous or
require electronic signature).
If there might be faculty from other training programs that might be evaluating the trainee, select
those programs so the faculty of these programs will appear in the list of supervisor options.
Update Service.

By selecting a different evaluation form for a particular service, this form will be sent (once the resident
identifies the supervisor) rather than the default evaluation form under the general settings.

Once the RIS method has been set up, the trainee will receive an e-mail the specified number of days prior to the
rotation end date where they’ll be requested to identify the faculty they worked with on that service for that
rotation. Once the trainee identifies their supervisor(s), those faculty members will receive the evaluation form the
administrator chose in either the default settings or at the service level of the RIS setup process.

Self-Initiated Method

Programs have the ability to set up self-initiated evaluations for both residents and faculty. These are evaluations
residents or faculty members can send at any time. While the administrator does not have to deliver these forms,
the administrator must create and finalize the evaluation forms before a resident or faculty member can initiate
evaluations on their own.
There are a few types of evaluations that can be initiated:
• Faculty-Initiated Resident Evaluations (i.e. evaluations of a trainee initiated by the faculty member)
• Resident-Initiated Faculty Evaluations (i.e. evaluations of a faculty member initiated by the trainee)
• Resident-Initiated Peer Evaluations (i.e. evaluations of another trainee initiated by a trainee)
• Resident-Initiated Self Evaluations (i.e. evaluations of themselves initiated by themselves)
• Faculty-Initiated Peer Evaluations (i.e. evaluations of other peer faulty initiated by a faculty member)
• Resident-Initiated Program Evaluations (i.e. evaluations of the program initiated by the trainee)
• Faculty-Initiated Program Evaluations (i.e. evaluations of the program initiated by the faculty member)
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•

Resident-Initiated Performance Evaluations (i.e. evaluation of the trainee to a faculty member initiated by
the trainee)

If a program chooses to use this method of evaluation delivery, the initiation of such evaluations must be
enabled in program settings from the home page.
1. From Program Settings, select the Evaluations tab.
2. Find the section on Self-Initiated Evaluations.
3. Set up the initiation by choosing which type of evaluation can be initiated by either the faculty
member or a trainee.
If selecting the “Faculty Initiated Resident Evaluation”, click on the “Add Form” button.

Choose the evaluation form that the evaluator will use and identify any special options (anonymity
or electronic signature). Add Form.

4. Once the form is added, the faculty member will now see a button on his/her evaluations tab
called, “Initiate Performance Evaluation of a Resident.”
Once they select this button, they’ll choose the trainee and the evaluation that was identified in
program settings will be sent to them for completion.
5. Follow the same process above for other self-initiated evaluations. The trainees or faculty
members will get an “initiate evaluation” button on their evaluations tab based on the type of
evaluation chosen.
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Evaluation Functions
Home > Evaluations Tab

On the right hand side of the main evaluations page is a list of "Evaluation Functions"

This is where you can, among other things, view completed and incomplete evaluations, fill out
evaluations on behalf of others, create custom answer types as well as the following functions.
To add an Outside Evaluator -

1. Select the “Evaluations” tab from the MedHub portal page (Home) and click on the “Outside Evaluators”
link.

2. Select the “Add Outside Evaluator” button.
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3. Add the name of the outside evaluator, user type (i.e. faculty, staff, etc.), and e-mail address. Select “Submit.”

The outside evaluator will receive an e-mail with a link to the delivered evaluation which allows them to access
and complete the evaluation without logging into MedHub.

In addition, if there are faculty from other programs at the institution (that aren’t usually a part of the home
program) or residents/fellows from other programs that also may evaluate the program’s trainees, do NOT make
then an outside evaluator, but an Off-Program Evaluator instead. These individuals already have a MedHub profile
from their respective programs.
1. From the evaluations tab, select the “Off-Program Evaluators” link.

2. To add faculty, select the “Add Faculty to List” link. To add other trainees, select the “Add Resident to List”
link.

Select the program the faculty member or trainee is associated and select the individuals name from the
list. Submit. That individual will now be available to send evaluations.
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To see which faculty are assigned to services, click on the "Faculty/Outside Service & Clinic Assignments"
link

This will show a screen with all faculty/outside evaluators that are assigned permanently or scheduled to
specific services in the program.
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To see what services are covered by any automated evaluations that are set up, click on the "evaluation
Coverage Matrix" link. You will see a matrix of your services, and you can control which evaluation types
show by clicking the "Matrix Settings" link.

Program Settings
Home>Program Settings>Evaluation Tab

Evaluation program settings are where to find the settings on when an evaluation is considered late, how
to control access to evaluations, and the default options for delivery of forms. For more information on
each setting, go to your program settings in MedHub, and click the "?" to see a knowledge base article.
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Defining and Managing Procedures
From the MedHub portal page (Home), select the “Procedures” tab located on the top navigation menu.
Two steps are required to add and manage procedures:
1. Defining a procedure list
2. Defining procedure requirements

Defining a Procedure List

1. Select the “Modify Procedure Type List” link from the Procedures tab.

2.

To add procedures, select the “Add Individual Procedure Type” or the “Import Procedure Type List”
buttons. The “Import Procedure Type List” will allow the administrator to upload a list of procedures from
an Excel file (.xls).

3. If choosing to manually add each individual procedure, name the type of procedure that should be
added to the list. This list will be viewed by the trainees as they log their procedures.
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4. Select “Submit.” The procedure will be added to the list of procedures.

Defining Procedure Requirements
1. From the Procedures tab, select the “Add Procedure Type Requirement.”

2. Add the various requirements pertinent to a specific procedure.

•
•
•
•

Select the procedure
Select the trainee levels to which the procedure requirement pertains, if any
Define the requirement (number of total procedures, number of total must be primary performed, etc.)
Repeat for other procedures if necessary

For those programs required to log procedures through the ACGME web site, MedHub can change the procedures
link in the top navigation menu to go directly to the ACGME website. Please send MedHub a support ticket with
this request.
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Program Settings
Home>Program Settings> Procedure Tab

Procedure program settings are where to find the settings for procedure definitions and logs. If you need
further information about a setting, in MedHub click on the "?" to see a knowledgebase article.
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Creating and Managing Conferences
From the MedHub portal page (Home), select the “Conferences” tab on the top navigation menu.

Defining Conference Groups

1. Select “Define Conference Groups.” This is the first step in creating and scheduling conferences for the
training program. At least one conference group must be defined to begin using the conference
functionality in MedHub. Defining conference groups allows the training program to calculate conference
requirements for different types of conferences.

In most programs this will be very simple – the program could define a conference group called ‘All
Conferences’ to drive attendance requirements across all conferences within the program, or at a
minimum, to begin tracking attendance for their conferences. Other programs may decide to drive multiple
requirements for different types of groups (example: by PGY level) and therefore would need to create a
conference group for each. Examples of multiple conference groups are:
•
•
•
•

Journal Club
Grand Rounds
Morning Report
Morbidity and Mortality (M&M)

2. Select “Add Conference Group.”
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3. Create a name of a conference group that may need defined requirements. Submit.

Defining Conference Requirements

1. Select “Define Conference Requirements.”

2. Select the “Add Resident Requirement” button.

3. Define the conference requirements for all conferences groups or for an individual conference group. This
includes:
•
•

•
•

Defining a requirement name for the conference group.
Identifying the PGY level(s) to which this requirement applies (i.e. all PGY levels or specific PGY
levels).
Defining the requirement by either using credits or percentages (Percentage requirements are
recommended). If defining requirements by credit, conferences must carry at least one credit.
Defining any exemptions to the requirement.
o Absences – if a trainee has an approved absence from the program, they will be exempt
from attending a scheduled conference.
o Offsite Rotations – if a trainee is scheduled for an off-site rotation (a rotation that is tagged
to a site that is not “Internal”), he/she will be exempt from scheduled conferences while on
that off-site rotation. (Review the site/funding link from the home page to understand
which sites are indicated as “off-site” for the training program.)
o Released Rotations – if a trainee is released to another program for a rotation and are not
expected to attend a scheduled conference, he/she can be exempt from attending.
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Rotations Marked Exempt – Any rotation marked as ‘exempt’ will relieve the trainee from
attending a conference.
NOTE: Exemptions eliminate a trainee’s obligation to attend a conference. However, their name still
appears on the attendance sheet for exempt conferences in the event they attend an exempt
conference.
Repeat, if necessary, for other conference groups.
o

Creating the Conference Schedule

1. Select “Update Conference Schedule.”

2. Select “Add New Conference” button.

3. Add information pertaining to a conference that includes:
• Name or title of conference.
• Define a location of the conference.
• Identify a date and start/end time of the conference.
• You can opt to “batch” schedule conferences that occur on the same day and time at a specified
frequency (weekly, bi-weekly, etc.) during a specific data range (i.e. academic year). However, if the
program adds the same place or the same lecturer when batch adding multiple conferences, the
location and the name of the lecturer will populate all of these conferences. Because of this, when
batch adding conferences, it is best not to define a lecturer or location unless each instance of the
conference will have same lecturer and take place at the same location.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Add the lecturer by selecting from the list of program faculty, searching for other faculty within the
institution or adding an “other” presenter that may be outside of the institution. (“Other” lecturers
only receive conference notifications if an email address is entered for them.)
Add any credits attendees will receive for attending this conference. (Used for conference
requirements by credit.)
Select the conference group this conference will be assigned.
Opt to make conference mandatory. This is displayed as an asterisk (*) on the conference schedule
and on the personal calendar.
Opt to post to trainees and faculty personal calendars in MedHub.
Assign one or more of the ACGME competencies to the conference.
Assign to all PGY levels or specific PGY levels.
Opt to share this conference with other programs whose trainees may also attend this conference. If
sharing with other programs, only the author program will be able to edit certain information about
the conference.
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4. Click “Submit.
Once conferences have been scheduled, they will be listed under the “Update Conference Schedule” link. Here the
program can also upload any materials related to the conference and add additional information to each
conference such as exact titles of the conference based on presentations and identifying the different lecturers for
each conference. The lecturer will also have the ability to upload any materials if assigned as the lecturer to a
particular conference. You can make changes to individual conferences, even if the conferences were entered in
“batch” mode.

Recording Conference Attendance
Now that conference requirements have been defined and the conference schedule has been created, all users
(residents, faculty) within the training program will be able to view the conference schedule. The administrator
has the ability to record attendance after the conference has been held.
1. To record conference attendance, select the particular conference from the pull-down under Record
Conference Attendance from the Conferences tab.

2. Record trainee’s attendance by clicking on the checkboxes by each trainee’s name. Faculty attendance can
also be taken on the same attendance sheet as well. Faculty conference attendance must be enabled under
Program Settings, Conferences tab for their names to appear on the attendance sheet. Note, you can also
mark a trainee as “Excused” from a conference (E) or late to a conference (L). This information is available
in certain reports. Also, excused conferences are removed from requirements.
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3. To print a conference attendance sheet for sign-in, click on the ‘print attendance sheet’ link at the top of the
attendance sheet.
4. To identify trainees with recorded absences, select the “Attendance Sheet Settings” link.

5. Enable “Identify residents with recorded absences” by clicking on the checkbox. This will identify on the
conference attendance sheet who has a recorded absence.
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Program Settings
Home>Program Settings>Conferences Tab

Conference program settings are where to find the settings for who shows on attendance sheets, as well
as other conference settings. If you need further information about a setting, in MedHub click on the "?"
to see a knowledgebase article.
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System Help Overview
Administrators can direct all questions involving institutional process issues to the GME office by clicking on the
“Help” button on your top navigation menu and logging a support ticket by selecting GME Office or e-mail them
directly.

Administrators can also log a support ticket directly to MedHub Support by following the instructions above and
selecting “MedHub Support” as the recipient. MedHub can only respond to questions around training. We do not
answer question related to internal institutional process and are prohibited from creating or removing
user profiles or, editing, deleting or otherwise directly managing any data. Those revision approvals must go
through the GME Office.

For additional review of the information outlined in this manual, MedHub has a series of on-line video tutorials
that are available. From the MedHub portal page (Home), select the Help tab.
There will be a list of video tutorials that are available to administrators for viewing. We encourage you to review
these to assist in understanding the various functionalities in MedHub.
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